The relevance of various tests for the study of specificity in immunocytochemical staining: a review.
Factors determining the specificity of immunocytochemical (ICC) tissue stainings as well as the various tests to study these factors are discussed. Since every specificity test only deals with particular aspects of the ICC procedure, a practical sequence of known test methods is proposed, which enables the determination of the specificity of the ICC tissue staining and, after possibly needed antiserum purification steps, may result in a monospecific staining. It is made clear that such a sequence has always to include a tissue-spectrum affinity test, in which the spectrum of tissue antigens is controlled for antibody binding. A variety of such tests, consisting of separation of tissue compounds, fixation, and ICC detection, are discussed as well as their pros and cons with respect to their predictability for the actual serum specificity in the tissue section.